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Abstract

We present a method for recognition of agglomerates in images acquired during the coating process of
pharmaceutical pellets. The pellets in the images are not perfectly dispersed, and it is often hard to differentiate
between a random group of primary particles and a real agglomerate. The method utilizes a clustering-based image
segmentation for candidate region detection and a convolutional neural network for classification of detected pellets
to primary particles or agglomerates. We validated the performance of the method on real images of pharmaceutical
pellets acquired during the coating process and achieved 93% classification accuracy.
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1 Introduction
Pharmaceutical, chemical, cosmetic, and food industries
utilize coating processes to modify particle properties,
e.g., to improve esthetic appearance, mask odor and taste,
enhance chemical and physical stability, flow ability, com-
pressibility, etc. In the pharmaceutical industry, the coat-
ing process is often applied on pellets, i.e., small spherical
particles with a narrow size distribution, which are then
enclosed in capsules or compressed into tablets and con-
tain the active pharmaceutical ingredient.
Pharmaceutical pellets aremost commonly coated using

a fluidized-bed coating method [1], where the carrier gas
acts as a fluidizing medium for the particles and forces
them into a circulating movement. During the coating,
a spray nozzle inside the coater continually applies the
coating dispersion onto the pellets.
One of the most undesirable phenomena that may sig-

nificantly affect the coating process yield and the coating
quality/uniformity is the agglomeration of particles being
coated. Agglomeration occurs when a liquid bridge, due
to an excess of the applied coating dispersion, is formed
between primary particles and remains until complete
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drying. The process parameters (e.g., temperature, quan-
tity, and humidity of the fluidizing air, and spray rate)
should be set such that the applied coating dispersion
dries fast enough to prevent the agglomeration. However,
since short production time is generally desired, coating
processes are often driven close to the edge of the process
design space, meaning only small variations in the process
can lead to agglomeration.
It is common practice to assess the mass fraction of

agglomerates at the end of the coating process by mechan-
ically separating agglomerates and primary particles, e.g.,
by sifting. The final process yield is then determined
based on the weight of dry materials entering the coat-
ing process (the mass of the particles and the dry coating
dispersion mass) and on the weight of dry materials exit-
ing the coating process (the mass of the coated particles
without agglomerates). However, the sifting method has
certain drawbacks: it is invasive (some agglomerates may
break), it is time consuming, and it can be done only at
the end of the process, when it is already too late for any
intervention.
The pharmaceutical industry recently tends towards the

development of novel analytical tools for monitoring of
manufacturing processes, with the goal of ensuring the
final product quality. The U.S. Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (FDA) issued process analytical technology (PAT)
guidance [2] to encourage the development of such tools.
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Fig. 1 A primary particle (left), a group of primary particles (middle), and an agglomerate of primary particles (right)

In scope of PAT guidance, it would be advantageous
to estimate and to monitor the amount of agglomerates
during a coating process in real time.
In the past few years, various optical PATmethods were

investigated for detection of agglomeration in fluidized-
bed pellet coating processes. Wiegel et al. [3] explored
spatial filter velocimetry (SFV) for in-line detection of
agglomeration. They were able to detect the occurrence of
agglomeration from changes in size distributions of par-
ticles. However, the SFV method has certain drawbacks:
very narrow field of view, indirect size measurement
based on one-dimensional particle chord lengths, and
inability to detect overlapping particles. Malvern Instru-
ments Ltd released an application note [4] describing the
image analysis method for recognition of agglomerates
based on multiple morphological properties of particles,
such as size, convexity, and/or circularity. However, their
method requires well-dispersed particle samples, mak-
ing it unsuitable for in-line recognition of agglomerates.
Možina et al. [5] proposed that visual imaging could be
used as a PAT tool for pellet coating processes and demon-
strated the possibility of agglomeration detection. How-
ever, they tested their method offline under controlled
imaging conditions, where pellets and agglomerates were
spatially well separated on an image plane.
There are many visual features that can generally

be used to differentiate between primary particles and
agglomerates. In case of pharmaceutical pellets, which
are of approximately equal size, the particle size or shape
would generally be sufficient. However, the pellets in
images acquired in-line are not located in a single plane
and are not perfectly dispersed; thus, many particles
appear in groups in the acquired images. The crucial step
of image analysis for recognition of agglomerates is to dif-
ferentiate, in the groups of particles, those particles that
are only visually in contact (i.e., they are occluded or over-
lapped from the point of view of a camera) from actual
physical agglomerates (Fig. 1).
To address this problem, we propose a method for

recognition of agglomerates based on density-based clus-
tering and convolutional neural network.We validated the
performance of the method on real images of pharmaceu-
tical pellets acquired during the coating process.

2 Method
The proposed method comprises two major stages: first,
candidate regions are detected by clustering-based image
segmentation, such that groups of primary particles that
are possibly agglomerated represent a single region. Next,
the candidate regions are classified as primary particles or
agglomerates by a convolutional neural network trained
on images of candidate regions and a manually obtained
ground truth.

2.1 Candidate region detection
First, a global threshold value is determined by Otsu’s
method [6] and image thresholding is performed to
extract the binary mask of the foreground, i.e., the particle
region on an image. The foreground is further segmented
to candidate regions by DBSCAN clustering algorithm
[7]. DBSCAN is a density-based algorithm for discovering
arbitrarily shaped clusters in large spatial data sets with
noise, where the number of clusters is determined auto-
matically. Furthermore, DBSCAN clusters only points in
dense areas, whereas points in sparse areas are considered
outliers or noise (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 A cluster consists of core points (red) and border points (green).
Core points have at least minPts in their neighborhood Nε

(constrained by ε), whereas border points have less than minPts in
their Nε , but are inside Nε of a core point. Points that are outside Nε of
any core point and have less than minPts in their Nε are considered
noise (blue)
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Fig. 3 After candidate regions are detected by DBSCAN clustering, each region is classified by a CNN

For segmentation of agglomerates, each image pixel
inside the foreground region represents an input point
p for clustering. Furthermore, each point p is given a
weight W (p) based on intensity gradient magnitude G(p)
normalized by the image intensity I(p) in that point:

W (p) = 1 − G(p)/I(p), (1)

where I(p) and G(p) are normalized to values between 0
and 1. With this notation, points with low intensity and
high gradient magnitude, e.g., points at the border of pel-
lets are given lower weights than points in the central area
of pellets. Furthermore, high gradient magnitudes that
may appear in the central area are suppressed. A density
in the Nε of a given point is then calculated as the sum of
weightsW (p) in the Nε(p):

d(p) =
∑

pi
W (pi) , pi ε Nε(p). (2)

The described candidate region detection with
DBSCAN (Fig. 3) separates the particles based on image
gradients and intensities, which allows for easy classi-
fication of the primary particles and the agglomerates
based on their size. However, due to particle overlapping
or occlusion there are many groups of primary particles
where the separation with DBSCAN fails. Thus, we pro-
pose a classification based not only on particle size but on
a set of learned visual features that can better differentiate
between primary particles (single or grouped) and real
agglomerates.

2.2 Classification
After the candidate region detection, each particle inside
the candidate region is classified as a primary particle or
as an agglomerate (Fig. 3). For this purpose, the center of
gravity of the candidate region is calculated, and the inten-
sity values of each candidate region are mapped into the
center of an empty candidate image of a fixed size, i.e., an
input for classification. The size of the candidate images

is selected based on the expected maximal size of imaged
particles. The classification is based on machine learning
method that utilizes a deep convolutional neural network.
A convolutional neural networks (CNN) is a type of

neural network with its architecture primarily designed
for object recognition tasks [8]. Generally, CNN archi-
tecture comprises three basic structures: convolutional
layers, pooling layers, and fully connected layers.
The convolutional layer aims to learn the parameters of

filters that activate on some type of visual feature of the
inputs. It comprises a bank of filters that perform a 2D fil-
tering (convolution) on the input image data and produce
a 2D feature map.
The pooling layer is used for sub-sampling (dimension-

ality reduction) and feature selection by merging local
information. Therefore, it compresses or generalizes fea-
ture representations and generally reduce the overfitting
of the model to the training data.
The fully connected layers have neurons with connec-

tions to all activations in the previous layer (as seen
in regular neural networks) and are used at the end of
the CNN. The last fully connected layer in CNNs used
for classification has a non-linear activation function or
a softmax activation in order to output probabilities of
class predictions.

c

a

b

Fig. 4 PATVIS APA (a) mounted on the observation window (b) of a
pellet coater enables imaging of free-falling pellets (c)
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Fig. 5 The macro architecture of the CNN

3 Experiment
3.1 Coating process
We executed a coating process of pellets in a pilot-scale
fluidized-bed coater. The process parameters were delib-
erately set to induce substantial particle agglomeration.

3.2 Image acquisition
Pellet images were acquired by an in-line visual inspec-
tion system PATVIS APA (Sensum, Slovenia [9]) through
the observation window of the fluidized-bed coater. The
mounting position enabled imaging of the pellets in free
fall (Fig. 4). The image resolution was 512 × 512 pixels
with pixel size of 31.2 μm. Due to telecentricity of the
lens, the pixel size was independent of the distance from
the camera.

3.3 Implementation details
After the image segmentation by DBSCAN, the regions
that were substantially smaller than the pellets too dark or
contacting the image border were discarded from further
analysis. Candidate images were normalized by subtract-
ing the mean and dividing by the standard deviation.
The convolutional neural network model used in our

experiments was based on the network used by the VGG
team in the ILSVRC-2014 competition [10]. The architec-
ture of our network is presented in Fig. 5. The size of all
convolutional filters andmax-pooling filters was 3× 3 and
2 × 2, respectively.
The training of the CNN was performed in batches of

50 images using stochastic gradient descent with Nes-
terov momentum for optimization. The learning rate was
slightly decreased after each batch.

3.4 Training and validation
The experimental image database used for training and
evaluation of the CNN consisted of 2000 candidate images
with various region sizes. We estimated the average area

of a single pellet A and assort candidate images into size
classes based on A (Table 1, Fig. 6).
The ground truth was obtained by manually classifying

candidate images. With regard to the ground truth, 1100
images included single particles and 900 images included
agglomerates.
The image database was randomly divided into the

training set (60%, 1200 images), the validation set (20%,
400 images), and the test set (20%, 400 images).
The training images were augmented by randomly

applying noise with standard deviation in the range from
0 to 0.01 and rotation from 0 to 360° (other spatial trans-
formations, such as scale and perspective, were not con-
sidered, since the camera was still and telecentric lens was
used). Consequently, the model was trained with altered
training images in each training cycle. This substantially
reduces the overfitting of the model to the training data,
hence, providing the model that generalizes well.
Once themodel was trained, its performance in terms of

classification accuracy was validated on the test image set.
Furthermore, the receiver operating curve (ROC) was cal-
culated to assess the performance of the classifier over its
entire operating range. The performance was compared to
the classification based on the area of candidate regions
(i.e., an estimate of particle size).

4 Results and discussion
The trained CNNmodel achieved 93% classification accu-
racy on the test set. Furthermore, the obtained ROC curve
(Fig. 7) shows that the CNN classifier substantially outper-
formed the area-based classification. At false positive rate

Table 1 The size classes and approximate percentage of
corresponding candidate images in the database

Size class A 2A 3A 4A 5A 6A ≥ 7A

Approx. % 30 20 10 10 10 10 10
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Fig. 6 Examples of candidate images of various size classes

0.05, the CNN classifier achieved 0.92 true positive rate
(threshold 0.46), while the area-based classifier achieved
0.70 true positive rate (area threshold 4.0A, A – area of a
single pellet). Note that high area threshold of 4.0A does
not allow for the detection of agglomerates with smaller
areas that usually form at the beginning of agglomeration
occurrence, which substantially reduces the sensitivity of
the method and the possibility of timely intervention. On
the contrary, the CNN classifier shows good performance
independent of the candidate region area; it was able
to correctly recognize 92% of agglomerates while falsely
recognizing 5% of primary particles as agglomerates.
We chose the machine learning approach because it is

hard to manually design features for classification that
are general enough for reliable differentiation between
primary particles and agglomerates in various particle
constellations.
The performance of the candidate region detection was

not assessed separately because in real application it is not
crucial to recognize all particles in each image due to high
image acquisition rate that easily provides statistically
significant sample.
The main drawback of the proposed classification

method is that a candidate image may generally include
both agglomerates and primary particles. This introduces
ambiguities to both the training and the prediction of the

CNN classifier. However, the acquisition of the ground
truth used in our experiment implied that those cases are
rare. Furthermore, while obtaining the ground truth, it is
sometimes very hard to decide whether a group of parti-
cles is a real agglomerate or not; thus, it would be advan-
tageous for the training stage to separately acquire images
of only primary particles and only real agglomerates.

5 Conclusions
The results show that the use of a trained convolutional
neural network classifier substantially improves the recog-
nition of agglomerates compared to classification based
on particle size.
Our future work includes the evaluation of classifica-

tion performance of the trained model on other images
from the same coating process and on images from differ-
ent coaters. We want to investigate whether it is possible
to obtain a general model for various coating processes or
should the model be trained for each process separately.
The recognition of agglomerates of particles is not only

beneficial to the fluidized-bed coating processes but also
to other processes in which agglomeration of particles
occurs either as an accurately controlled process or as an
undesired phenomenon. In both cases, real-time estima-
tion of the amount of agglomerates provides means for
process monitoring and process control. Such processes

Fig. 7 Receiver operating curve for classification with CNN and classification based on areas
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include, for example, pan coating, fluid-bed gasification,
combustion and polymerization, fluid-bed, high-shear
or twin-screw granulation, crystallization, bioreactor fer-
mentation, water purification, and flocculation.
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